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Research topic:Development of reading culture of University students 

Purpose of the study: theoretical substantiation of the development of the reading 

culture of students, the development of a comprehensive program and testing its 

effectiveness experimentally. 

Research objectives: 

- develop theoretical and methodological foundations for the development of the 

reading culture of university students; 

- clarify the essence and content of the concept of "reader’s culture" of university 

students; 

- to construct a structural-content model of the development of the reading culture of 

university students, to characterize the features of transformation of the reading process on 

the Internet era; 

- to develop and experimentally check the effectiveness of a comprehensive program 

and methodology for developing the reading culture of university students. 

Research methods:theoretical: interdisciplinary analysis of psychological, 

pedagogical, methodological, cultural, linguistic, literature, the study of normative 

documents, conceptual and terminological analysis of the basic definitions of the study, 

modeling and system analysis; empirical: pedagogical observation, pedagogical 

experiment, questioning of students, analysis of their independent and control works; 

statistical processing methods and graphical methods for presenting the results of a 

pedagogical experiment 

The main provisions submitted for defense (proven scientific hypotheses and 

other conclusions that are new knowledge): 

- The reading culture of students is a continuous holistic system that provides search 

and creative activity for the purpose of personal and professional self-improvement, is 

characterized by independent determination of value orientations and flexibility of 

behavior. 

Reading culture is a purposeful conscious learning process that implements cognitive, 

creative, communicative, axiological functions in the development of the spiritual culture 

of the individual. 

- The structure of the reading culture of university students: the need for learning, a 

steady interest in reading, self-determination of value orientations, flexibility of behavior, 

research search and creative activity, personal and professional self-improvement. 

- Structural-content modelis defined as efficient due to the block construction 

andincludes methodological, meaningful and productive blocks, each of which is 

characterized by autonomy, organically combined with functional integrativity. The 

methodological block includes goals, objectives, methodological approaches and 

principles. The contental block considers forms and active methods. The result block 

defines the components, levels, diagnostic tools, and result. 

подходы и принципы. Содержательный блок рассматривает методы и формы. 



 

- A comprehensive program for the development of the reading culture of students, 

consisting of three areas: the club "Reader's Workshop"; "Book crossing", discussion 

platform "Book - Path to Success"; of an integrated methodology for the elective module 

of the EP of Pedagogy of Psychology "Regulatory documents of school teachers and their 

implementation." 

Main results research: 

- the developed theoretical and methodological foundations for the development of 

the reading culture of university students are based on a comprehensive detailed analysis 

of works and concepts of domestic and foreign scientists-researches; 

- the essence and content of the concept of "reading culture of students" of 

universities has been clarified and the author's definition has been given;  

- a structural-content model of the development of the reading culture of university 

students has been developed. 

- a comprehensive program was tested, consisting of three areas and a methodology 

of developing the reading culture of university students, the effectiveness was verified 

experimentally. 

Substantiation of the novelty and importance of the results obtained and 

compliance with the directions of scientific development or state programs: 

Novelty of the first result characterized by the different analytics of conceptual 

scientific states in the ranks of researching problem, opening such methodological 

approaches, as culturological, aksiological, informational-numberal, as the basis of 

development of the reading culture of university students, defining the essense of culture 

of reading, as the leading activity of the person;  directing on solving tasks  the  project 

“The reading nation”, and “Ruhany zhangiry”. 

Novelty and importance of the second resultcorresponds to the third direction of the 

Address of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan Kassym-Jomart Tokayev to the 

people of Kazakhstan "Unity of the people and systemic reforms - the systemic basis for 

the country's prosperity" dated September 1, 2021. In this context, the structure and 

content of the reading culture of university students are specified and the author's 

definition is substantiated. 

Novelty and significance of the third resultdue to compliance with the objectives of the 

national project "Quality Education". Educated Nation" dated October 12, 2021 and 

substantiation of methodological approaches in the development of students' reading 

culture. 

Novelty of the fourth resultis revealed in connection with the first task of the national 

projects “Ulttyk ruhani zhangyru” and “Reading Nation”, digitalization of reader resources 

and modeling of the reading culture of young people. 

The novelty of the fifth result is due to the development and experimental verification 

of the effectiveness of a comprehensive program and methodology aimed at developing the 

reading culture of university students. 

 

 

 



Description of the contribution of doctoral students to the preparation of each 

edition: 

14 scientific papers were published on the topic of the dissertation: 1 in foreign 

editions included in the Scopus database and 1 in foreign journals, 3 articles in scientific 

journals,approved by the Committee for Quality Assurance in Education and Science of 

the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 7 in the collections 

of international scientific conferences, 1 teaching aid, 2 certificates of entering information 

into the state register of rights to objects protected by copyright. All publications were 

prepared in the course of the study. 

1. The development of the university's readers' culture//Cypriot Journal of Educational 

Sciences, (2022), March. T.17, V. 3, R. 13, Birlesik Dunya Yenilik Arastirma ve 

Yayıncilik Merkezi. ISSN:1305-9076E-ISSN:1305-905X (Co-authors: Absatova M., 

Klimenko T., Abdrakhmanova R., Shagyrbayeva M., Ospanbekova M. 

50%)https://www.scopus.com/record/display.uri?eid=2-s2.0-

85129552370&origin=AuthorNamesList&txGid=7aa06ba5cf2b09e8fe3f29ed2421ba95&i

sValidNewDocSearchRedirection=false&featureToggles=FEATURE_NEW_DOC_DETA

ILS_EXPORT:1 The purpose of this article is to evaluate the opinions of students for the 

development of a reading culture in universities. 

2.Some innovative methods and forms of development of the reader's culture of the 

individual. International Center for Scientific Cooperation "Science and Education". 

EUROPEAN RESEARCH: collection of articles of the XXXVI International Scientific and 

Practical Conference. - Penza, 2022. S. 85-88.(100%).https://naukaip.ru/wp-

content/uploads/2016/05/001-2.jpg 

 The article deals with the problems of the development of the reader's culture of the 

individual based on the analysis of scientific and pedagogical literature, defines the 

essence of the concept of "reader's culture of the individual" and suggests some innovative 

methods and forms of development of the reader's culture of the individual. 

3.Studentterdin oқyrmandyk madenietinіn құrylymy.Bulletin of KazNPU named after. 

Abai.Series "Pedagogical Sciences". - Almaty, 2019, pp. 74-77. (M.A. Absatova in the 

author's association 80%).http://sp.kaznpu.kz/docs/jurnal_file/file20191209031352.pdf  

The article reveals the levels of students' reading culture: general (basic), professional 

and high (logical), as well as the components of reading culture. 

4.Ozіn-өzі uyimdastyru studentterdin oқyrmandyk madenietіn damytudyn sharty 

retinde.Scientific journal of PSU named after S. Toraigyrov. Bulletin of PSU Pedagogical 

series. - Pavlodar, 2019 - No. 4. pp. 15-21. (in the association of authors Absatova M.A., 

Abdrakhmanova R.B. 80%)https://vestnik-

pedagogic.tou.edu.kz/storage/journals/26d69e38-fe0b-45e4-af3f-

f94243749a15_pedagogika_4_2019(1).pdf  

The article deals with the problem of self-organization as a way of developing the 

reading culture of students, highlighting personal and professional forms of self-

organization. 

five.Studentterdin okyrmandyk madenietin damytudyn zhetekshi kagydalary.Bulletin of 

KazNPU named after. Abai. Series Pedagogical Sciences. - Almaty, 2019 -No. 4 (64). 

pp.87-91.(Absatova M.A. in the authors' association 

80%).http://sp.kaznpu.kz/docs/jurnal_file/file20200113110758.pdf  

https://www.scopus.com/record/display.uri?eid=2-s2.0-85129552370&origin=AuthorNamesList&txGid=7aa06ba5cf2b09e8fe3f29ed2421ba95&isValidNewDocSearchRedirection=false&featureToggles=FEATURE_NEW_DOC_DETAILS_EXPORT:1
https://www.scopus.com/record/display.uri?eid=2-s2.0-85129552370&origin=AuthorNamesList&txGid=7aa06ba5cf2b09e8fe3f29ed2421ba95&isValidNewDocSearchRedirection=false&featureToggles=FEATURE_NEW_DOC_DETAILS_EXPORT:1
https://www.scopus.com/record/display.uri?eid=2-s2.0-85129552370&origin=AuthorNamesList&txGid=7aa06ba5cf2b09e8fe3f29ed2421ba95&isValidNewDocSearchRedirection=false&featureToggles=FEATURE_NEW_DOC_DETAILS_EXPORT:1
https://www.scopus.com/record/display.uri?eid=2-s2.0-85129552370&origin=AuthorNamesList&txGid=7aa06ba5cf2b09e8fe3f29ed2421ba95&isValidNewDocSearchRedirection=false&featureToggles=FEATURE_NEW_DOC_DETAILS_EXPORT:1
https://naukaip.ru/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/001-2.jpg
https://naukaip.ru/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/001-2.jpg
http://sp.kaznpu.kz/docs/jurnal_file/file20191209031352.pdf
https://vestnik-pedagogic.tou.edu.kz/storage/journals/26d69e38-fe0b-45e4-af3f-f94243749a15_pedagogika_4_2019(1).pdf
https://vestnik-pedagogic.tou.edu.kz/storage/journals/26d69e38-fe0b-45e4-af3f-f94243749a15_pedagogika_4_2019(1).pdf
https://vestnik-pedagogic.tou.edu.kz/storage/journals/26d69e38-fe0b-45e4-af3f-f94243749a15_pedagogika_4_2019(1).pdf
http://sp.kaznpu.kz/docs/jurnal_file/file20200113110758.pdf


Based on the analysis of scientific, pedagogical and special literature, the article 

defines the nature of the reader's culture and suggests the leading principles for the 

development of the student's reader culture. 

6.Studentterdin okyrmadyk madenietin damytudyn keibir erekshelikteri.Withcollection 

of scientific articles of the international scientific-practical conference "A teacher is a high 

vocation". South Kazakhstan State Pedagogical University - Shymkent, 2019, pp. 13-16. 

(Absatova M.A. in the authors' association - 80%) 

The article describes some features of the development of the reading culture of 

students. 

7.Okyrmandyk madeniet» tusіnіgіninіn sipattamasy.Scientific and educational 

centerInn & Science Asia.Collection of materials of the International Scientific and 

Practical Conference "Actual Issues of the Development of Education in the Conditions of 

Information and Economic Integration".-Ust-Kamenogorsk, 2019, pp. 18-22. (Absatova 

M.A. in the authors' association 80%) 

The article highlights such important indicators as components of the reader's culture: 

critical thinking of the reader, analysis and synthesis, formation of creative thinking. 

8. The ways for development of reading culture of students. Collection of scientific 

articles of the International remote scientific-practical conference "Actual problems and 

prospects of psychological and pedagogical education". KazNPU them.Abai.Almaty, 

2020, pp. 223-226. (100%). 

The article defines effective ways of developing the reading culture of students. 

nine.Bookcrossing is not a flash mob ‒ bіlіm alushylardyң okyrmandyқ madenietin 

damytudyn mүmkindіkterі retіnde.Materials of the international scientific-practical 

conference "Innovations in education, physical culture, sports and tourism". Kazakh 

Academy of Sports and Tourism. - Almaty, 2020, pp. 39-41. (100%). 

The article discusses the possibilities of developing the reading culture of students, 

bookcrossing and flash mob, the traditional book club are defined as modern mechanisms 

for the development of the reading culture of students. 

10.ZhOO studentterinіn okyrmandyқ madenietin damytudyn componentterі men 

kөrsetkіshterі.Collection of scientific articles of the international online forum "Ál-Farabı-

Balasaǵun-Abaı: ǵasyrlar úndestіgі". KazNPU them. Abai. - Almaty, 2020, pp. 296-299. 

(100%) The article identifies motivational-value, cognitive-cognitive, productive-practical 

components of the development of the reading culture of university students and describes 

the corresponding indicators. 

eleven.Experimental research and technologies for the development of students' 

reading culture.Collection of scientific articles of the International scientific-practical 

conference "Zhambyl Zhabaev and the problems of national education in the era of new 

challenges." KazNPU them.Abaya -Almaty, 2021 pp. 346-349. (100%). 

The article presents the data of experimental work and some technologies for its 

development within the framework of the development of the students' culture of reading. 

12.Studentterdіn oқyrmandyk madenietіn damytu boyinsha zhұmysty uyimdastyrudyң 

sheteldіk zhane Қazaқstandyқ tаzhіribesі.Collection of scientific articles of the 

International scientific-practical conference of scientists and teachers "Innovations in 

education: experience, problems and prospects". KazNPU them. Abai. - Almaty, 2022 pp. 

48-52. (100%) 



The article presents foreign and Kazakh experience in organizing work to develop the 

reading culture of students. The advanced projects of Great Britain, the United States of 

America, Finland, Japan and Kazakhstan are identified as best practices in the 

development of reading culture. 

13.Zhogary oku orny studentterinin okyrmandyk madenietin damytudyn 

negizderi.Teaching aid. -Almaty. ESPI, 2022. P. 56. (100%).  

The manual examines the transformation of reading in the era of the Internet, the 

experience of organizing work to develop the reading culture of students. 

fourteen.Bolashak pedagogy okyrmandyk madenietin damytu.Elective course. 

Mmethodological guide. -Almaty. ESPI, 2022. P. 65. (100%).  

In the elective course, goals, objectives, expected results and a thematic-content plan 

are defined, tasks are given for independent work of students and together with the 

teacher, lecture abstracts in accordance with thematic planning. 
 


